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This product is for use with Vitraform Freestanding Basins only.  

To install this product the wall must be opened to the studs from 
at least one side. The strength and integrity of this installation is 
dependent upon the structure of the wall so care must be taken 
that the stud on which the mount will attach is strong enough to 
support the total assembly.

Planning is an important part of this installation because all wall 
structure and finish must be complete before the Monomount 
trim and basin can be installed. The waste, supply lines, and wall 
mounted faucet must be installed at their correct locations. No 
adjustments can be made to these components after the wall is 
closed up. 

1.  Stud Preparation: The Monomount is attached to the left or 
right side of a wooden or metal stud. Determine the location 
of the installation and complete all in-wall plumbing necessary 
for the installation. Make sure stud is correctly located relative 
to the center of the Rough. If not, block the stud to its correct 
location. The rough mount is offset to allow for faucet and 
drain centering.

2.  Attachment of Rough: In most 2X4 stud wall installations the 
Rough should be placed as far away from the wall surface 
as possible; there is more adjustment out than there is in. 
Waterproof wall finish (tile, mirror, stone) is recommended in 
a wet location.  Check position of  Steel Rough on stud to 
accommodate total  thickness of finished wall. Attach using 
appropriate hardware; if possible use 5/16” (8mm) machine 
bolts, nuts and washers. If blocking prevents the use of 
machine bolts, 5/16” (8mm) or 3/8” (10mm) Lag Screws can be 
substituted with wooden stud walls.

3.  Trim Installation: Slide Trim Rosette and Trim Support Arm 
onto 1” (25mm) Rough rod with the #10-24 set screw facing 
down. Tighten the set screw so the arm correctly orients so 
the basin will be level. Once the basin is attached to the arm 
it can be leveled by loosening the set screw, making a level 
adjustment, and retightening the set screw.

4.  Drain/Freestanding Basin Installation: Install drain/
Freestanding Basin according instructions included with those 
products.

Mono Mount Installation Instructions 
Please provide these instructions to contractor at point of sale.
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